INTRODUCTION

This paper describes key drivers on the 21st Century Distribution Network Operator (DNO), with particular reference to the experience of the UK DNO utilities where deregulation commenced in 1990 and has continued to evolve leading to increasing and changing pressures on the utility business.

The drivers identified include:

- The encouragement of distributed (embedded) generation as a means of achieving CO\textsubscript{2} reduction targets (government driver), increasing network reliability and resilience without incurring significant increases in capital and operating costs (regulator driver), reducing network capital and operating costs (shareholder driver) and reducing payments to distribution network operators (customer driver).

- Incentive-based regulation with rewards and penalties for network performance, including performance recording and reporting (regulatory driver).

- Requirements to provide substantive information to customers affected by outages/faults (regulatory, and customer driver).

- Improving average network performance together with that experienced by the "worst-served customers" (regulatory and customer driver).

- The impact of business separation, together with mergers and acquisitions, while providing a single point of contact for customer no-supply calls (regulatory and shareholder driver).

The author will outline how these drivers have both directly and indirectly led to developments in DMS/SCADA/OMS functionality and architecture.

Network Performance

Once privatised, the utilities were expected to exceed, or at least equal, the network performance recorded when operating under nationalised ownership. The regulator was able to publish the companies’ system performance data (CML and CI, or SAIDI and SAIFI) annually\textsuperscript{1}. Shareholders and city investors were seen to use these data, rightly or wrongly, to gauge company performance because there is little else publicly available company performance data.

At the same time, the newly privatised utilities were looking to make operating expenditure savings wherever possible. The control room is the high cost but very important core of every distribution business; the performance of the DMS will be reflected in the recorded improvements in network performance.

The DMS must provide support for the push towards increased network performance. This includes increasing control engineer productivity, without adversely impacting operational safety, through the application of a comprehensive, user-friendly interface and architecture capable of reflecting current, and optimum, business processes. The full integration of SCADA and OMS with the DMS also brings benefits in both improving and tracking network performance.

Further regulatory influences on distribution business performance arose from the use of Guaranteed and Overall Standards of Performance.

Briefly, Overall Standards relate to macroscopic performance indicators, such as a requirement to restore supplies to 99.5% of affected customers within 18 hours (OS1). It is worth noting that the UK regulator is currently seeking to revoke all Overall Standards, as they are now considered unnecessary when compared to Guaranteed Standards and other regulatory instruments.

Guaranteed Standards (GS) of performance are customer-specific in their application. For example, GS2 requires, with some exemptions, a DNO to pay a penalty (currently £50/£100 Domestic/Non-domestic) to any customer whose supplies are not restored within 18 hours of a fault occurring.

In response, a DMS must include a means of monitoring the progress of all network incidents and their potential impact on Guaranteed Standards payments to customers. A fully integrated DMS/OMS is key to monitoring exposure to...
Guaranteed Standards payments.

The UK regulator has now proposed a modification to the Guaranteed Standard payments scheme so that the required performance during extreme weather conditions is modified to reflect the extent of the damage inflicted on the distribution network. The proposal includes a relaxation in the penalty threshold for distribution operator performance once a "large event" or "very large event" is identified: this requires the DNO to measure that over 35% of exposed customers are affected. Again, the DMS and associated systems must provide an accurate and auditable means of measurement.

Worst-Served Customers

While many customers continue to be satisfied with the quality of supply which they receive, the regulator recognised that some customers do suffer a poor quality of supply. "Worst-served" customers are often those located at remote sites supplied by tapered radial overhead networks.

In itself, a DMS cannot easily improve the quality of supply experienced by worst served customers. However, rapid restoration of supply following a non-damage fault can often be achieved within the threshold time which requires the incident to be included in SAIFI/SAIDI reporting: this can be achieved using programmed sequence switching in the DMS. For example, one UK utility has successfully used its DMS to automate over 1500 MV sequence switching schedules with significant improvements in both SAIDI and SAIFI over traditional manual post-fault restoration methods. It is also important to note that this benefit was achieved through minimal additional capital investment in DMS technology while achieving flexibility in implementation at low incremental cost. The benefits of MV automation schemes are also well described in an earlier paper presented at CIRED 2003.

Incentive Based Regulation

In 1999 Ofgem, the UK gas and electricity regulator set the 2000 - 2005 price control for the UK distribution utilities. This recognised that customers in general were looking for an improving quality of supply and proposed a quality of supply allowance together with a reward/penalty scheme. In order to measure by how much the quality of supply had improved, Ofgem also set strict accuracy requirements for measurement systems.

These new regulatory requirements were part of the Information and Incentives Project (IIP). There are many regulatory documents about the IIP at www.ofgem.gov.uk

For the DMS, the impact of IIP includes:

- A need to accurately maintain a database of customers together with their point of connection to the distribution network. The regulator on an annual basis independently audits accuracy; the required accuracy level is challenging: typically requiring between 90-95% accuracy in counting customers affected by network incidents. A failure to meet the required accuracy target will result in a financial penalty. This involves an annual independent audit and report to the regulator.
- Rapid and reliable (i.e. available 24/7) access to the customer/network database is required in order to assist with the speedy identification of network incidents, customers affected etc. (See "Provision of Substantive Information", below).
- A financial reward/penalty scheme which creates a direct incentive for improvements in SAIDI and SAIFI. This can lead to a favourable benefit/cost ratio when the DMS incorporates a means of implementing automatic (event-triggered) sequence switching – mentioned earlier in “Worst Served Customers”, above).

Provision of Substantive Information

Market research by the regulator and customer-representative bodies has identified that customers affected by supply failures, are at least a little less upset when provided with substantive information relating to the fault and especially its likely duration.

Substantive information is considered to represent more than an acknowledgement that a caller is affected by a particular network incident. Where possible, the caller should be given information about the likely duration of the outage and progress in restoring supplies. This requirement has resulted in further benefits for integrated DMS, OMS and call-taking systems such that the necessary accurate information quickly flows between systems. The requirement is also time-critical because customers contact the DNO almost immediately after the incident begins and continue to do so until after supply restoration.

There are examples where the regulator has required a DNO to make a compensation payment for failing to give adequate advice to a customer where that failure resulted in damage to customer’s electrical apparatus. Thus, the call-taking system should guide operators through a pre-defined question/answer process and help avoid giving inappropriate or inaccurate advice. One popular call-taking application is web-based (which enables its use by other DNO staff during periods of high activity) and includes interactive wizards to guide possibly inexperienced call-takers and customers through a pre-defined set of questions to arrive at a satisfactory result.

In parallel, all customers affected by a pre-arranged outage must be given at least 48 hours notice (failure to do so results in a Guaranteed Standard payment of £20/£40 for each Domestic/Non-domestic customer). The DMS and supporting databases must track network and customer connectivity in order to maintain an auditable and up-to-date record of network events and track affected customers.
Embedded/Distributed Generation

Many of the world’s governments have become signatories to the Kyoto Accord and have identified reductions in fossil-fired generation as a key factor in achieving CO$_2$ reductions.

The expectation of the industry is that the passive distribution networks will become a mixture of passive and active zones of operation and control where an active zone will assist in accommodating one or more embedded generator without expensive widespread network upgrades. Figure 1 illustrates how one study has identified a significant benefit of active Automatic Voltage Control (AVC) over passive AVC.

![FIGURE 1: The potential benefit of an advanced DMS – active AVC](image)

It is the author’s experience that a DMS for active distribution networks will likely include the following features:

- Advanced, automatic control functionality. Automation must be fully integrated with SCADA and OMS so that any abnormal network configurations can be reflected in the control sequence(s).
- Access to embedded network analysis routines. This will include event, or user initiated, partial, or total, analysis such that the analysis results can be used to trigger changes in network operating conditions, e.g. adjusting the basic voltage setting at a 33/11kV substation in response to changes in local embedded generation output (Active AVC).
- Network splitting to reduce fault level supported by automatic DMS restoration functionality can enable a DNO to accommodate additional embedded generation without incurring the capital costs associated with replacing potentially over-stressed switchgear. The need to incorporate measurements taken from a number of network locations and make sometimes complex calculations, means that automatic fault level monitoring and control will be more effective if implemented in an advanced DMS rather than in a stand-alone application.
- Provide supplementary safety logic. For example prohibit manual switching at sites where the fault level is calculated to be above or close to switchgear ratings.

Changes to Business Structure

Privatisation and subsequent regulatory pressures have resulted in both business separation and mergers.

Naturally, business mergers are sought in the light of economies of scale although the UK regulator has imposed a “cost of merger” on utilities equivalent to a one-off reduction in revenue of £32 Million spread over 5 years. This cost saving must be achieved by the new distribution business before any additional shareholder returns are gained.

The result of the mergers and acquisition activities is that the DMS needs to be capable of changing to reflect the new business structure. However, it is important that this flexibility must not be at the expense of either performance or availability. Many UK DNOs have selected a DMS which offers a flexible architecture, with a system designed to support multiple control room locations, even across Wide Area Networks (WANs) and also support a distributed and disparate SCADA architecture. Critical DMS success factors include:

- Flexible DMS client/server architecture
- Flexible SCADA architecture
- Multiple SCADA protocol support
- Ability to integrate with other, possibly multiple, legacy business systems, including data historian, CIS and asset management system.

One typical issue encountered in a distribution business merger is the presence of multiple legacy SCADA systems including multiple SCADA protocols. For example, GE ENMAC DMS can accommodate numerous legacy SCADA protocols at each Front End Processor (FEP) enabling the combined business to continue to operate legacy SCADA systems without any impact on the control/operational user interface.

Meanwhile, the regulator has also promoted business separation, such that areas of distribution businesses where competition may be encouraged are created as separate organisations, operating at arms length from the others, or even required to be divested.

Again DMS flexibility is paramount as the distribution business changes through regulatory controls. DMS architecture must be able to change to reflect organic or growth through acquisition.
SUMMARY

The introduction of private ownership with public accountability through the privatisation of distribution business over the past two decades has resulted in a much clearer appreciation by all parties (government, regulator, shareholder and customer plus, of course the distribution business itself) of the financial impact of any business decision.

The DMS is a critical component of any distribution business and is expected to continue in importance as these distribution businesses continue to be encouraged to increase network utilisation and reliability and accommodate a far greater population of embedded generation while meeting sustained financial pressures.

Flexibility in DMS architecture will continue to be important, but tight integration of the DMS with SCADA, the Outage Management System and other operational systems is paramount when confronted with a regulatory reward/penalty system.
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